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Hello,
Thank you for choosing EWM Interactive ltd.

 The S&P500 index recently bottomed at 1807 and has been rallying ever since. 
Prices fell to almost 1968 on Thursday, March 10th, before recovering to close the week 
slightly below the 2022 mark. In order to put things into proper perspective, we need to 
take a look at the bigger picture, so we could see where does the recent price action fit 
into the larger wave count. That is why we have to see the weekly chart of the S&P500 
first. It is given below.

 The weekly chart shows the whole uptrend since March 2009, when, at least 
according to the stock market, the Great Recession officially ended. 
It looks like the S&P500 has just finished its wave (IV) of a larger unfinished five-wave 
impulse1, labeled (I)-(II)-(III)-(IV) so far. If this is the correct count, we could expect 

1. https://ewminteractive.com/elliott-wave-patterns/
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another rally in wave (V), which should climb above the top of wave (III) at 2136.
The real question is whether wave (IV) is over or not. Judging from the weekly chart, I 
have four reasons to believe it is. 
First, according to the Elliott Wave principle2, fourth waves usually terminate near the 
end of previous fourth waves. Here, this would mean wave (IV) should end near the 
termination point of wave IV of (III), which appears to be the case.
Second, the five-wave impulse has been developing in a textbook trend channel. 
Naturally, the lower line of the channel could be slightly breached, but should prevent 
the bears from strengthening their positions.
Third, the rule of alternation. It says that the two corrective waves within an impulse 
tend to be of different types. In our case, wave (II) is a running flat correction, so wave 
(IV) should be of the zig-zag family, for example a W-X-Y double zig-zag.
And fourth, the candlesticks. As the next chart shows, the area between 1900 and 1800 
provides some serious support3, indicated but as many as five “hammer” weekly

2. https://ewminteractive.com/elliott-wave-principle-infographics/
3. https://ewminteractive.com/support-and-resistance/
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 The probability of 1800 being broken declines with each unsuccessful bearish 
attempt. That is why, as long as this area holds, the larger trend remains to the north.
  In order to further support the bullish idea, let’s take a closer look at wave (IV) to 
see if it has the necessary wave structure for a double zig-zag.

 It appears it does. Three waves in W, labeled (w)-(x)-(y) to the south, three waves 
in wave X, labeled (a)-(b)-(c) to the north and another (a)-(b)-(c) in wave Y of (IV). The 
impulsive structure of wave (c) of Y of (IV) is also clearly visible.
 According to this count, wave (IV) is officially over and (V) to the upside is already 
in progress. Furthermore, the whole correction has been developing inside of a correc-
tive channel. Its lower line proved to be strong enough to discourage the bears three 
times already. 
If this assumption is correct, the bottom at 1807 is not supposed to be bothered any 
tme soon. Instead, the S&P500 should continue higher towards the upper line of the 
channel.
Now, let’s go even further into the details and see the internal wave structure of the 
most recent rally from 1807 to 2022, which will suggest what we could expect in the 
short term.
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 It looks like the S&P500 is ready for the most powerful phase of the impulsive se-
quence – the third of the third wave. If this is the correct count, the index should be in wave 
iii, since the price action so far seems to be a series of 1st and 2nd waves. 
 The last swing low at 1968, marked as wave ii, is overlapping with the previous swing 
top, marked with (i). That is why we know Thursday’s weakness was not a fourth wave, 
since within an impulse, the first and the fourth waves cannot overlap. Therefore, Friday’s 
rally is not a fifth wave, which makes me believe it is a third of a third of a third.
 The “buy-the-dip” strategy is still very applicable. This approach requires the stop-
loss orders to be placed right below the previous swing low. If this is the correct count, the 
last bottom at 1968 should be safe from now on. Stay long.
 In order to further support the bullish count, let’s take an even closer look into the 
wave structure of wave ii. Being able to recognize its type is going to add more confidence 
to the count, since once a correction is over, the larger trend resumes. The 15-minute chart 
below will help us with the task.
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 Wave ii looks like a textbook expanding flat correction4 A w-x-y double zig-zag in 
wave a), followed the same pattern in wave b) to a new high of 2010.65, followed by a 
sharp impulsive selloff to 1968 to complete the entire corrective pattern. 
 The whole correction has already been retraced, which confirms the resumption 
of the uptrend.
 From now on, a short-term pull-back to the recently broken resistance near 2010 
would be an excellent buying opportunity.
 In conclusion, all time frames from weekly to intraday charts suggest we should 
expect more gains in S&P500 next week. In fact, if this analysis is correct, it might turn 
out to be one the best weeks the bulls have had in a long time.

Alex Vichev,
EWM Interactive Ltd.

4. https://ewminteractive.com/expanding-flat-and-how-to-avoid-its-traps/
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PLEASE, BE AWARE!
Your capital is at risk! Trading and investing on the financial markets 
carries a significant risk of loss. Each material, shown  in this material, 
is provided for educational purposes only. A perfect, 100% accurate 
method of analysis does not exist. The Elliott Wave Principle is not 
flawless as well. If you make a decision to trade or invest, based on the 
information from this material, you will be doing it at your own risk.
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